Dennis Wood from Vaupell Midwest in CTE Magazine
Dennis Wood from Vaupell Midwest was featured in an article entitled “Competitive Technology” in a recent issue of Cutting
Tool Engineering Magazine. You can read an excerpt from the article below. If you would like to read the entire article, you can
visit the Cutting Tool Engineering Magazine website at www.ctemag.com under Video Reports.
Technology Plus Teamwork
Moldmakers can maximize their competitiveness by combining advanced technology with teamwork. “To
compete we need to use technology to our best advantage and build our molds not only quicker but
cheaper, and still have the same quality,” said Dennis Wood, tooling manager at the Constantine, Mich.,
division of Vaupell Inc.
Headquartered in Seattle, Vaupell supplies prototype and production injection molded products and assemblies. Wood said the Constantine operation is a “one-stop shop” for mold design and construction, as
well as plastic part production. The facility’s in-house tooling capability permits immediate response to inproduction change orders and also facilitates tool maintenance and repair. About 65 to 70 percent of the
facility’s output consists of medical products, including instrumentation and bioresorbable implants. The plant is currently expanding its work in aerospace and defense products.
In many cases, Vaupell competes with small shops that have low overhead. “They can take a job on for very little profit just to
keep their lights on when times are tough,” Wood said. “We are competing against that, so we have to work smarter. We need
to get rid of any extra work that is not value added to the customer, and eliminate any excess overhead that we can to bring
the cost of our tools down.”
Cost reduction includes “as much unattended machining as possible,” he said. Metal-removal equipment at the shop includes
Röders high-speed CNC machining centers, Charmilles CNC sinker EDMs and Agie wire EDMs.
Advanced manufacturing software is another tool for enhancing competitiveness. In 2006,
facility management decided to switch from 2-D manufacturing software to 3-D. Eric Wagner, senior design engineer, said a desire to streamline the mold production process
prompted the change. “All of our CNCs are driven off 3-D models. We were having to do
things twice. We’d design a whole tool, detail it in 2-D, then I’d have to take it and model it in
3-D to be able to program the machine.” Use of integrated 3-D CAD/CAM software eliminated the double work; the molds are designed in 3-D and toolpaths are applied directly to
the model.
The designers who would use the software researched several products and recommended
Cimatron E CAD/CAM software from Cimatron Ltd., Novi, Mich. An important factor in the
choice was Cimatron’s knowledge base in moldmaking, according to Wagner. “They understood injection molds, and their support people have designed injection molds and done the
kind of work that we do,” he said.
Cimatron software, the use of which was expanded throughout the shop in 2009, features
full associativity throughout the design and machining processes. Prior to the changeover,
the facility employed six different software packages in the toolroom and design areas, creating the potential for translation errors and making engineering updates difficult. “Now, if
one of my guys makes a change on an already-programmed part, I can go in, pull up the part and update it, and all I have to
do is re-recognize things and then I’m flying again,” Wagner said. “Prior to that, if there was a change I would have to bring in
the model and do all the work again.”
Wood said the main catalyst for consolidating software was a 2009 Kaizen process improvement effort. “We did a full Kaizen,
including team members from the toolroom, design group, production personnel and our COO and GM. We restructured how
we build and design tools. We did it because the market is changing constantly, and if you don’t change, you are going to go
under. We had to change and make ourselves better.”
In the Kaizen effort, Wood said: “We looked at everything. We built new processes for the way we need to build tools to be
competitive in the future. We set our shop up in separate teams, and as much as possible created a lean environment.”
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